Louisville is a city with tremendous heart, and arguably the most soulful part of the city is its rich gospel music heritage. Through the passion, hard work, and support of countless people across many dozens of church communities, Louisville's Black community developed a gospel music ecosystem that became nationally recognized. This tradition is a central part of people's religious practice, but also as expressions of Black pride, joy, affirmation, love, dignity and hope. This legacy continues to this day. The commercial music industry permeates culture, but on Sunday most Black Louisvillians immerse themselves in a very different kind of music, one tied to a deep tradition and performed by their family, friends, and neighbors rather than distant celebrity performers.

In the mid-20th century, Louisville gospel music was occasionally recorded when members of the local gospel community pressed 45rpm records and LPs, and released them through grassroots record labels such as Grace, Blessed, D.J.S., and Sensational Sound. Over the years, a substantial body of work was produced, but today those recordings are in danger of being lost forever. The Louisville Story Program will work with dozens of people in the local gospel music community to locate, clean, and professionally digitize and master hundreds of these recordings and repatriate them to the local Black gospel community. We will also work with people who were involved in the gospel community that produced these recordings to document a history of that community. Authors will include:

- Wilma Clayborn, who ran a prolific gospel record label and record store for many years;
- Rev. Charles E. Kirby, founder and longtime pastor of Southern Star Missionary Baptist Church, former president of the Kentucky branch of SCLC, and renowned singer;
- Bishop Melvin Cuff, pastor of Greater Harvest Missionary Baptist Church toured the gospel music circuit for 25 years;
- Lamont Butler along with his father Cliff ran the House of Truth and Blessed Records in Shawnee;
- Argie Dale, general manager of WLOU and legendary gospel musician and label owner; and many others.

This project will culminate in a box set comprised of a book and a multi-CD compilation of some of the songs we digitize, a digital music release that will be widely available on Spotify and elsewhere, a large event celebrating the release (with partners such as WLOU and music directors from several churches), and a more comprehensive publicly-available digital archive of additional recordings.